Roberti AIDS Bill Signed By Governor

Sacramento Senate President pro Tempore David Roberti's measure which will initiate a state-financed Scientific Research Committee on AIDS and provide for public education about the life-threatening diseases has been signed by Governor George Deukmejian.

"...the Governor has signed this legislation... he has demonstrated the state's concern and dedication..."

The bill signed into law will address the long-term implications of this public health problem through education regarding primary prevention for high risk groups; public education to reduce panic and lessen unnecessary anxiety on the part of California residents and provide interdisciplinary or educational workshops to facilitate interchange of knowledge among investigators regarding AIDS and related disorders.

Commented Roberti, D-Hollywood: "I am pleased that...".

Mayor of Stockton Strip

See Lifestyle, page 13

Lesbian promoted in Sheriff’s Dept.

San Francisco (IGNA) – A lesbian activist has been promoted to Lieutenant and will become Section Commander of the City Courts of San Francisco.

Connie O'Connor will take charge of security for the courts, the Hall of Justice and City Hall, a job that entails overseeing 75 deputies, sergeants, and transportation officers.

"Today we recognize the specific achievements of Lieutenant O'Connor, whose leadership in the department, and in the community, has been truly remarkable and an inspiration to her peers throughout the gay community," O'Connor's promotion is indicative of the tremendous talents and resources lesbians and gays have brought to our community, said Sheriff Michael Hennessey at a ceremony marking the "most extensive advance for women in the history of California law enforcement."

O'Connor was the first woman assigned to administration in the department, in 1976. A year later she made sergeant and became facility commander for the Women's Section at the Hall of Justice. She had left a career in teaching "in search of a challenging career in a field not traditionally open to women."

In her work for the sheriff's department, O'Connor developed a work furlough program for women and later, one for both men and women.

As a political activist, O'Connor has served as president of the Alice B. Toklas Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club and 1983 continued on back page

Officials urge federal prosecution of White

San Francisco (IGNA) San Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein has joined California Governor George Deukmejian in urging U.S. Attorney General William French Smith to prosecute Dan White under federal law.

White, the former San Francisco supervisor who murdered the city's mayor George Moscone and first openly gay supervisor Harvey Milk in November 1978, is scheduled for release from prison next January.

"But the battle against AIDS must be waged on several fronts and on many levels."

Continued on back page
There are numerous articles and ads in this page, including a news article about a lawsuit, a feature on women's rights, and an advertisement for a masquerade ball. There are also several ads for personal care products and food items. The page also includes a political advertisement for an award ceremony and a note about a book that won an award. The layout is typical of a news magazine, with a mix of news articles, features, and advertisements.
... not grief, but gratitude
By Bill Mayer

I am writing this from a intensely personal perspective. I am the loser for my sister, who has just died from AIDS. The essence of John's life and death has had to be seen more for the meaning of life, of health, and of love.

Rather than become aware of our generally homogeneous culture, I instead became aware of the support for John as a person and for us as a couple.

We realize that the social worker, Louis Lefevre, and the emotional as well as medical support of Santa Clara County gay community that there is a need to protect oneself from AIDS. The local AIDS/KS Foundation has repeatedly pointed out that the "official" count is far from reality.

As a "San Francisco" problem, it is a "San Francisco" problem. In Santa Clara County, AIDS is a "San Francisco" problem. The local AIDS/KS Foundation has repeatedly pointed out that the "official" count is far from reality.

Many people with AIDS are being treated in the City, owing to the lack of resources. But for the most help they couldn't get a resource very familiar with the treatment of AIDS and one of the major world problems, it was clear to me that the people who planned the affair had no intention of making money.

The notion of boosting was never even raised, some of which was not even manned full-time. There was no profit motive for the affair. As a result, there was no profit motive for the affair. As a result, the notion of making money never came up.

I got the impression that the people behind getting me money at the fairgrounds really expected to make a profit. I got the impression that the people behind getting me money at the fairgrounds really expected to make a profit. As a result, the notion of making money never came up.

So I went to the fairgrounds on Sunday, Oct. 28, and saw the organizers of the farce. I put together a note for verification. Letters may be subject to editing for good taste and elimination of any material which

Looking for reasons, we all do not share in the same interests over the course of life, but do not share in public interests.

I have read, in many gay publications, writings of this type, issued by attorneys, newspaper editors, and so-called "anti-AIDS" groups in public restrooms and parks.

But the notion of making money never came up. So the notion of making money never came up.

To these people I say, get out of our lives and take your money somewhere else. This is not what gay community centered to me.

In closing, I want to say that we simply American citizens, we are not American citizens. We are not American citizens. We are on our own.

I have seen as much as $200,000 made in rive hours; and I won't go back. I, for one, have seen our rights breached. I have seen as much as $200,000 made in rive hours; and I won't go back. I, for one, have seen our rights breached.

It is wonderful to hear and film audiences in recent works like "The Boys of Summer" and "The Water Geronimo" did not know that we are as varied and as complex as anyone else.

To distinguish ourselves from others, to join with allies to work toward common goal. It is wonderful to hear and film audiences in recent works like "The Boys of Summer" and "The Water Geronimo" did not know that we are as varied and as complex as anyone else.

To distinguish ourselves from others, to join with allies to work toward common goal. It is wonderful to hear and film audiences in recent works like "The Boys of Summer" and "The Water Geronimo" did not know that we are as varied and as complex as anyone else.
"The Last King"

By Patrick Franklin

October means Columbus Day and all the usual festivities. But in these days, when Schoolchildren all over America are studying the history of the discovery of America, to carry on that tradition it is good to remember that the real hero was not Columbus but a New World

The theory really is that the story really is that it should be one of Fate's ironies, not the happy prediction it seems at the time. But January 5, 1425, the daughter of John of Gaunt, "the King's gentlewoman," was born.

Our Story

When he became king, Henry's gen-
tuities were music, art, and literature.

Columbus had traveled throughout Europe, and he was an accomplished painter, musician, and poet. He was also a lover of music, art, and literature.

When he is mentioned today, it is about the easy division of Spain and the hated Moors still ruled over a battleground, each seeking

The divorce was granted, on the grounds that Henry had suffered from being a coveast adult in a comment, instead of a dangerous sea and not close enough to land to see lights. All around us are other rooftops, too, each made up of other configuration. If we struggle to improve our world, to be one of Fate's ironies, not the happy prediction it seems at the time. But January 5, 1425, the daughter of John of Gaunt, "the King's gentlewoman," was born.
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San Jose Opera Theatre, 1983-84 Season

In the Groove

San Jose Opera Theatre, 1983-84 Season

The Noh Opera Society presents "Sekino and The Bard's Adventure" & "Edith Ryden & Aline." The production is a reading, staged and directed by Claude Dovell, of "Parthian Poetry"; by Centrofusa, and "The Great Customs" by Edith Stowell.

The "Parthian Poetry" will be performed as a production of the traditional court or state journey; a parade of twelve voices, with both, drums, banners and flags, and dressed in costumes representative of the era. The performance will be read interspersed by Tsuyuko Sato and Claude Dovell.

For times and performance dates at Valentine Rose Call 552-944.

The autumn leaves

Metropolitan Community Church

Desperados

HORROR HOUSE

MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 31
CASH PRIZES FOR:
BEST COSTUME $150.00
BEST COUPLE $200.00
MOST OUTRAGEOUS $75.00
THE WOMEN'S CLUB
DANCE/RESTAURANT
236 S. B STREET, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
(408) 348-4046

THE ANSWER
1640 MAIN STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
415-261-9444

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES
1205 ALAMEDA • SAN JOSE CA 95126 • 286-9A22

1641 CL
20469 SILVERADO AVE
CUPERTINO • (408) 466-0948

SAM JOSE
20487 SILVERADO AVE
CUPERTINO • (408) 466-0948

Sunny Brunch 11-3
Dinners Nightly 6-11

Buck's
Saloon & Ice Cream Parlor
301 Stockton Ave. • 208-1110

MASS APPEAL, INC.
641 Stockton Ave. • SAN JOSE 95114

641 CLUB
"a friendly bar
HOME OF THE 50 DRINKS"

HAIRPORT
suiting for Men & Women
(408) 269-0273

ROBERT MACK, JR.
FIRE Resistance, AUTO, BUSINESS GROUP
5111 TERRA ALTA DR. • CUPERTINO, CA 95014

ROBERT KOPPELSON
PERSONAL INJURY & ACCIDENTS, CRIMINAL & FAMILY LAW, BANKRUPTCY
64 W. SANTA CLARA • SAN JOSE 95113

JANET H. MURPHY
COMMUNITY SERVICES, ESTATE PLANNING
647 S. Murphy • CUPERTINO • BOX 914

Buck's
Saloon & Ice Cream Parlor
301 Stockton Ave. • 208-1110

THE ANSWER
1640 MAIN STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
415-261-9444

COCKTAILS AND DISCO

"A MAN'S BAR"
BOOT RACK
SAN JOSE, CA

415 STOCKTON AVE. • 294-8592

BROADWAY
THEATER

WHO LOVES YOU BABY MAC'S
998-9535
349 S. TAL ST., SAN JOSE

SAY 'SHOP', "RICHIE"

CAFÉ LA CAGE AUX FOLLES
AT THE INTERLUDE
Dinners Nightly 6-11
Sunday Brunch 11-3

it sizzles
1660 S. BASCOM AVE., CAMPBELL

THE ATTIQUE GALLERIES
Located in The Lash Free Market, Building B
Open Wednesday thru Sunday 10 am - 6 pm
490 MONTGOMERY ROAD, SAN JOSE, CA 95112
Free Parking
Box 279-5002

GLASS: CHINA, PORCELAIN, GLASS, FURNITURE, COLLECTIBLES

A TINKER'S DAWN
46 N. SARATOGA AVENUE, SANTA CLARA, CA
(408) 243-4969

LAW OFFICES
Discuss All Legal Problems - Confidentially
Personal Injury & Accidents, Criminal & Divorce, Shrink, Contracts, Family Law & Divorce, Bankruptcy
Other Services
ROBERT KOPPELSON
84 W. SAN LUCAS • SAN JOSE
(408) 293-4000

10th Anniversary Party
October 23rd
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

DRIFTWOOD LOUNGE
COME CELEBRATE!
2177 Mission Blvd., Hayward 94541-3950

FREE TAPES AND HAMMERM cpf
Sunday Brunch - 11 am - 3 pm
women together = men are welcome
20469 SILVERADO AVE, CUPERTINO • (408) 466-0948

2010 SACH WAY, CUPERTINO, CA 95014
(408) 725-9662 • OPEN 2 PM - 2 AM
A L ASER LIGHT SHOW
FOR MEN
THE ACTION CRUISE BAR FOR MEN
236 S. B STREET, ELICK, CA 95041

DISCO BAR • PIANO BAR

THE NEW INTERLUDE
4942 STEVENS CREEK BLVD., SAN JOSE 244-2829

A COCKTAIL LOUNGE AND CAFE
737 STOCKTON AVENUE • 293-1293

10095 SAICH WAY, CUPERTINO, CA 95014
(408) 289-1088

A 5 G LIBATIONS, INC BUSINESS
OPEN 2 PM - 2 AM
On Film

Rodney Dangerfield has built a career around the catchphrase, "I don't know what respect for its story or plot. Of all the four screenwriters, he alone seems to know how that expertise is based on short..."

Night Line — no little feat — but that expertise is based on short stories. That, unfortunately, in this film, Rodney Dangerfield looks like a badly stung necrophile of short..."

On The Street

The Ochestra, The Mezzanine
Perfect for "after bar" or after work drinks at SI, as well as hot and cold sandwiches at $3.50. Muffled the crowd loved him as the..."

Restaurant Review

Broadway a Restaurant
1205 The Alameda
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 286-9422

By Davyd
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One of the largest Glass and Antique Shows of its kind in the nation. Joe Filtz told me he had to put this show by popular demand. Empire Productions has put on a show for the last year, but three shows a year is not enough.

Over 5000 visitors participate from all of the United States and Canada. Flea Markets abound! Smaller vendors, for sale in a pleasant, outdoor setting. Several miles of selling - ancient glass and pottery from around the world. Tiffany and Company, Empress of San Jose, and Jack. Jobs at the dance.

MCC’s Masquerade Ball

Metropolitan Community Church is sponsoring a gala Holiday Inn (Park Center Plaza). From 8 till 1:30 am. Everyone is welcome to join in the creative costume activity; dress up as your favorite movie character. Tiffany and Company, Empress of San Jose, and Jack. Jobs at the dance.

Alcoholism
Late Stage
The past two columns have been devoted to the early and middle stages of alcoholism. This column will discuss the severe, or late, stage of the disease.

The alcoholic no longer has the desire to stop drinking. This specific reason is now needed to drink. Anytime, anywhere, at any occasion is a reason enough. Eating habits have now almost completely disappeared, and when, once again, normal eating habits appear, they are at first only a stage to be anticipated. If the alcoholic can purchase additional tickets at the door, the treat will be repeated at the end of the evening. Please join us for this gala evening. More information on the ticket, please and arrive at the church for a gala evening. Tiffany and Company, Empress of San Jose, and Jack. Jobs at the dance.

Alcoholism
Late Stage

Working towards bringing a community together through a new organization, NAIAD Press, a publishing concern, has been formed to bring together a number of non-profit organizations, financing new books for the benefit of the community. Join NAIAD Press, a publishing concern, and work towards bringing a community together.

Alcoholism
Late Stage

The alcoholic continues to occasionally go “on the wagon,” but the duration of abstinence is now a matter of days. The alcoholic may act, in a manner, as if he were still drinking. Alcoholism does not mean you cannot drink again. The alcoholic wants to drink at all times, lasting from as little as a day to as much as several weeks.
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Are you cultural, or do you sleep in the elegance of the Aurora pas de trois? Do you thrill to the shimmy of late-night modern dance? Lead, or shall I?

1) What kind of dancing do you lead, or shall I?

2) Who's your favorite dancer?

3) On Your Agenda?

4) Do you choose ballet?

5) modem dance?

6) african tribal dances?

7) Irish jigs?

8) The grandes jetes?

9) a = 3 b = 5 c = 0

10) a = 5 b = 5 c = 3

11) What do you think of a pas de trois?

12) a = 3 b = 5 c = 0

13) What do you think of the Ballgaming?

14) The 'Waltz of the Flowers'?

15) What do you think of 'The Nutcracker'?

16) What do you think of 'The Sleeping Beauty'?

17) What do you think of 'The Three Cornered Hat'?

18) What do you think of 'The Taming of the Shrew'?

19) What do you think of 'The Winter's Tale'?

20) What do you think of 'The Tempest'?

21) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

22) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

23) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

24) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

25) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

26) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

27) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

28) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

29) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

30) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

31) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

32) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

33) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

34) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

35) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

36) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

37) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

38) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?

39) What do you think of 'The Cherry Orchard'?

40) What do you think of 'The Seagull'?
The bigger the price of a purchase, the bigger the regret if you run afoul of the warranty. And, the bigger the purchase, the more likely you'll have some emotional baggage with the thing you're buying. You don't want to be embarrassed if you have to return something in a few months and you've gotta have $10,000 worth of stuff. Your local dealer can build a wall of change if he thinks that's a good idea. He may also need a car. But you may not want to buy a car. And, just as that pretty little sports car may have all the appeal for you, it may not have been lullled into believing what it's worth. As in any other transaction is to know what you're buying and with the status of your car? Dealers love options. They offer what it's worth. As in any other transaction is to know what you're buying and...
Federal
Prosecution

Continued from page 1

under federal law.

Feinstein was head of San Fran­
cisco's Board of Supervisors at the
time of the assassinations, and
was automatically propelled into
the office of mayor by White's ac­
tions.

"Dan White's crime remains an
open wound in this city," Fei­
skin wrote in her letter to Smith.
"I sincerely believe Dan White
damaged the credibility of our en­
tire criminal justice system. He is
perceived not only as getting away
with murder, but as an official
whose official status somehow en­
abled him to get away with murder."

The Governor was a friend of the
murdered mayor before Moscone
was elected to the city's high­
est office in 1975.

In his letter, Deukmejian says,
"I am mindful of the fact that Mr.
White has already been tried in
State court. However, there is no
legal impediment to federal prose­
cution based on the same facts.

Legal

National AIDS Study
San Francisco (IGNA) Over fiv­
teen million dollars in govern­
ment funds has been awarded for
a study of asymptomatic and
healthy homosexual men in a
long-term effort to discover the
causes of AIDS and to detect its
earliest signs.

Of this, nearly $6 million has
been awarded to researchers at
the University of California cam­
puses in Berkeley and Los An­
geles. Each of the California
groups will follow the lives of about 1000 gay
men over the next four years to at­
tempt to discover clues to the
deadly acquired immune deficient­
syndrome.

The research epidemiologists
will study the men's lifestyles and
psychological makeup and collect
specimens of blood, semen, and
urine for critical studies of their
chemistry, their virus levels, and
the status of the subjects' bodies' im­
mune systems.

Similar research will be con­
ducted at Johns Hopkins University
in Baltimore and the University
of Pittsburgh and Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illi­
nois.

These cities were deliber­
ately chosen because the in­
cidence of AIDS is extremely high in
San Francisco and Los Angeles, low in
Pittsburgh and Baltimore, and
low but rising in Chicago, ac­
cording to federal officials.

In San Francisco participants
will conduct 10-19 tracts of the city with the heaviest
concentrations of gay men, areas
where most of the city's 271 AIDS
cases have been reported so far.

Two hundred non-gay men
selected from the same areas of
the city will be given similar
mailing lists for future
information about elections and
candidates.

Gay rights supporters are invited to participate,
regardless of their sexual orientation. Gay rights is
a human rights issue which should concern us all.

Partial List of Participating Groups
Arkansas Gay and Lesbian Student Association
Aspen Gay Community, Colorado
Bay Area Gay Democratic Club, San Francisco, CA
CD Coalition of Black Gay
Dignity, Kansas City, MO
Dignity/Inquiry of Louisville, KY
Feminist Lesbians of Atlanta Coalition, Atlanta, GA
Gay & Lesbian Community of Colorado
Gay & Lesbian Democratic Party, New York, NY
Gay Service of Europe
Gay Attorneys of California
Gay Alliance of San Diego, CA
Gay Alliance of South Florida
Gay Community Democratic Club, Washington, D.C.
Gay Rights Network of the West, San Francisco, CA
Gay Rights Project of Indiana
Gay Rights Project of New York, NY
Greenview State Democratic Club, Washington, D.C.
Helen Diller National Women's Center, East Lansing, MI
Just Wimping Around, Seattle, WA
Lambert Gay Alliance, Beaumont, MN
Lambert,_MISS, Anchorage, AK
Lambert Gay Alliance, New York, NY
Lambda Independent Democrats of Brooklyn, NY
Lancaster Gay Democratic Club, Washington, D.C.
Metropolitan Community Church, Boise, ID
Metropolitan Community Church, Columbus, OH
"White" Democratic Club, Springfield, MO
Mississippi Committee for Gay & Lesbian Rights
Mountain Gay Alliance
National Gay Network, San Francisco, CA
New York Gay Community Democratic Club, New York, NY
San Diego Democratic Club
United Conservative Church, Columbus, MO
Virginia Gay Alliance

[For more information, contact the Gay Rights National AIDS Study, 660 South Broad Street, Suite 1300, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.]